Stones Revenge

There is a copycat killer in Davenport and
William is the number one suspect.
William is the son of a serial killer;
Therefore Williams nemesis, prosecuting
attorney Ramsey McPherson feels the
apple does not fall too far from the tree.
Ramsey makes it his number one mission
to put William behind bars. William vows
revenge against Ramsey with every
intention to hurt what Ramsey holds dear
in his life and that is the prosecuting
attorneys daughter Abigail, who thinks
someone is trying to frame William.
Abigail and William fall in love and they
keep their love affair a secret from
Ramsey. Yet with a murder so gruesome
happening on a night when Abigail and
William are together, Abigail is forced to
choose between not telling where William
was or revealing to her father that she is
truly in love with William. Only question
remains : Whos the real killer?
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